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Abstract—Millions of online posts about different topics and
products are shared on popular social media platforms. One use
of this content is to provide crowd-sourced information about
a specific topic, event, or product. However, this use raises an
important question: what percentage of the information available
through these services is trustworthy? In particular, might some
of this information be generated by a machine, i.e., a “bot”
instead of a human? Bots can be, and often are, purposely
designed to generate enough volume to skew an apparent trend or
position on a topic, yet the consumer of such content cannot easily
distinguish a bot post from a human post. This paper introduces a
new model that uses Bidirectional Encoder Representations from
Transformers (Google Bert) for sentiment classification of tweets
to identify topic-independent features for the social media bot
detection model. Using a Natural Language Processing approach
to derive topic-independent features for the new bot detection
model distinguishes this work from previous bot detection models.
We achieve 94% accuracy classifying the contents of data set
Cresci [1]as generated by a bot or a human, where the most
accurate prior work achieved an accuracy of 92%.

Index Terms—Bot detection, Natural language processing,
Neural Network. Social media

I. INTRODUCTION

Social media is a largely unregulated place to exchange in-
formation, so it is of great importance to differentiate between
human posts and posts generated by a computer program, i.e.,
a bot. Bots intentionally spread information on these platforms
to create a specific trend that may affect the public opinion
[2]. Social media platforms are a rich source of user content
and user’s personal information can be disclosed in these
platforms [3] and can be misused by social bots or Online
fake identities to pose serious threats to financial organizations.
Bots spread low-quality information, disinformation, and even
misleading news, which can be hard to detect based on content.
Further, bots can generate large volumes of content in online
blogs from apparently multiple sources, thereby influencing
quantitative sentiment and makes it hard for topic detection in
online communities [?].

The study conducted by Cresci et al. [1], shows that So-
cial media bots can target various audiences. They identified
multiple types of bots, including promoter bots, URL spam
bots, and fake followers. Promoter bots spend several months
promoting specific hashtags to create fake trends and promote
a specific event or product [1]. For example, they can promote
a product on Amazon or help a political campaign win an

election [4]. URL spam bots spread scam URL links by
embedding these malicious links in retweets of legitimate
users [5]. Based on Howard’s study [4], URL sharing bots
are used for constant tweet duplication of legitimate users
in a specific time to spread malicious URLs. Their results
suggest that about 23 % of accounts that use URL shortening
services are bots. Other types of bots include fake followers
on social media and fake reviewers of specific products [1].
The prevalence and influence of bots in recent years has led to
multiple studies on detecting them. One popular bot detection
service is “Botometer,” a supervised learning approach to
detect social bots [6]. Botometer uses metadata related to
each twitter account, such as network features, user features,
and temporal features, to feed a Random Forest classifier
algorithm. Network features show how information diffusion
happens among multiple groups of users. User features include
a user name, screen name, the creation time of account and
geographic location, and temporal features show patterns in
a tweet’s timeline. The networked nature of Twitter has led
to graph-based approaches for bot detection, e.g., using fully-
connected nodes among a group of Twitter accounts to detect
bots [7]. One study shows that Benford’s Law can detect online
social bot behaviours [8], and it can be used to track bot
activities on social media platforms.

Misinformation purpose is mostly to destroy a country’s
trust in their government, or to tamper with its economy, or to
gain benefits from selling a product that gets more expensive,
as these happened during the corona pandemic [?], [9]–[20].

Machine learning models have different applications in
health, cyber security, business and social computing research
[10], [14], [21]–[32] [33]–[47]. Dickerson [48] has studied
the importance of sentiment features in improving prediction
accuracy for bot detection models. SentiBot, their Sentiment-
aware architecture on the 2014 Indian election data set, sug-
gests that the sentiment features can play a significant role in
the bot detection model’s prediction accuracy. SentiBot defines
sentiment features based on selecting the tweets related to the
topic of interests(TOI) using Latent Dirichlet Allocation(LDA
topic modeling). However, the importance of sentiment fea-
tures in bot detection models is not the point of the work
presented in this paper. This work’s main idea is to use BERT
for feature extraction and improve the prediction accuracy of
the bot detection model in social media platforms.



TABLE I
CRESCI 2017 DATASET DESCRIPTION

user type tweet count user count
genuine 2839361 3474

social spam bot #1 1610034 991
social spam bot #2 428542 3457
social spam bot #3 1418557 464
traditional spam bot 145094 999

fake followers 196027 3351

In this paper, we use Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers(BERT) [49] for sentiment classification of
tweets into two categories of positive and negative. Before
applying BERT on data, we do not use LDA topic modeling to
categorize tweets into specific topics or filter them. As a result,
our new method and extracted features are topic-independent,
and the final classifier is applied to all tweets regardless of
the tweet’s topic. In this work, the bidirectional training of the
transformer BERT offers a popular attention model to classify
online posts into negative and positive posts. Then topic-
independent sentiment features extracted from the tweet’s text
using BERT will be an input to feed the Neural network in
the new bot detection model’s final step to predict bots on the
social media platform. This work examines several supervised
learning models’ accuracy, including SVM, Random Forest,
Logistic regression, and the Neural network model, to choose
the final classifier for the new bot detection model final phase.
So the new proposed model has a neural network architecture
in its final step since it provides the best prediction accuracy.
The last section of this work evaluates the proposed new bot
detection model compared with existing state-of-the-art bot
technology techniques in the same training and test data set
of Cresci [50].

II. DATASET

The Cresci 2017 data set [1], a labeled data set of bots and
human accounts on Twitter, is used for this research. There is
one category of human users (“genuine”), and five categories
of bots: Social Spam bot #1, #2, #3, fake followers, and tradi-
tional spambots. Social Spam bot #1 are automated accounts
that are from a 2014 election in Rome. Social spam bot #2
are promoter bots that spend several months on promoting
specific hashtags on Twitter. Social spam bot #3 are Amazon
accounts that share spam URLs on Amazon pointing to their
products. Traditional spam bots are Twitter spammer accounts
from the Cresci 2013 data set [51]. Cresci authors bought
Fake followers of Twitter accounts from different websites
[1]. Table I shows the statistics of the Cresci 2017 data set.
This data set includes the following attributes: follower-count,
friends-count, retweet-count, reply-count, number of hashtags,
number of shared URL, tweet’s text, screen name, and user
ID. Figure 1 shows the distribution of bots in this data set.

III. METHOD

For sentiment classification on the Cresci data set, one
approach can be using a feature-based solution such as ELMO

Fig. 1. Cresci dataset [1]

Fig. 2. single sentence classification task SST-2 [49]

[52], which is a deep contextual word representation. Another
solution is a fine-tuning approach, such as Generative pre-
trained transformer(GPT) [53], but the results for sentiment
classification of tweets are not satisfactory in comparison
with using BERT [49]. The main reason is that ELMO and
GPT both useful in creating language representation, but
BERT is a pre-training of a deep bidirectional transformer, a
powerful model for language understanding. This paper uses
a BERT model in Figure 2. We use BERT for single sentence
classification task based on SST-2 [54]. SST-2 is Stanford
Sentiment Treebank of binary classification of single sentences
based on movie reviews.

The main advantage of introducing this model for tweet
sentiment classification in this paper is that BERT has an
ability to train unlabeled data based on fine-tuning on specific
task. This characteristic plays a significant role in social media
platforms, which generate a high volume of unlabeled tweets’
texts every second, and it is a labor-intensive task to use human
annotators to label real-time data stream.

A. New bot detection model

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the new proposed bot
detection model by this research. The first component of the
model is the Tweet sentiment classification. In this work,
at the first phase of a model, BERT classifies tweets into
positive and negative. At first, we trained BERT based on the
50,000 movie reviews [55]. In this paper, the BERT model



Fig. 3. New bot detection model

TABLE II
TOPIC-INDEPENDENT SENTIMENT FEATURES

New Features Description
Count-Neutral Count of neutral tweets for a user
Count-Positive Count of positive tweets for a user
Count-Negative Count of negative tweets for a user
Sum-Positive Sum polarity scores of positive tweets which are posted by a user
Sum-Negative Sum polarity scores of negative tweets which are posted by a user

Average-Positive Sum− Positive/Count− Positive
Average-Negative Sum−Negative/Count−Negative

uses the Stanford Sentiment Treebank SST2 [49]. SST2 is a
single-sentence classification task based on sentences extracted
from movie reviews labeled by human annotators. Stanford
Sentiment Treebank includes 215,154 phrases with sentiment
labels in the parse trees of 11,855 sentences based on movie
reviews. The raw data in SST-2 is in the form of tree structure
which is created to train recursive neural tensor network and
each phrase has a recursive tree structure [54]. A deep neural
network is trained on the tree structure of each sentence and
each phrase sentiment is based on cumulative sentiments of
all sentences in the specific phrase. The flow of information
in the BERT model is as follows: each word is indicated as
a embedding representation in the embedding layer which
is the first layer in the figure 2. To create intermediate
representation of each layer, the next layer apply multi-head
attention computation of each word on the previous layer.
So as can be seen in the first component of our new model
in BERT, E1 is the embedding representation, Trm is the
intermediate representation of each token in each layer and
T1 is the final output. The final hidden state of [CLS] token is
the representation of the input sequence. Using movie reviews
in the first phase of the new model in this work is a new
approach to classify tweets into positive and negative for bot
detection tasks. Based on the sentiment classification phase,
sentiment features, shown in Table II, are extracted for all

users based on their tweet’s text without considering the tweet
topic. These features are completely topic-independent, and
this work does not use LDA topic modeling to define topics
on the tweets or select tweets with specific topics before the
sentiment classification phase.

Then the fine-tuned BERT is used to extract sentiment
features from a tweet’s text. Tweets are not selected based
on specific topics, and the features are extracted for all
tweets related to a specific user regardless of the tweet’s
topic. It means that if one user tweets about politics or posts
comment about specific beauty products, the BERT model
in this work extracts the tweet’s sentiment for all user’s
online posts regardless of tweets’ topics, and all sentiment
features are topic-independent. Using Topic-independent sen-
timent features in this work is one of the differences between
previous bot detection models and our new proposed social
media bot detection model. Using BERT, we assign a polarity
score, which classifies each tweet’s text into three different
categories: positive, negative, and neutral. The polarity assigns
X score for each tweet’s text such that −0.01 < X < 0.01,
the tweet is a neutral comment. If 0.01 < X means a positive
comment, and X < −0.01 means a negative comment.After
sentiment classification, sentiment features are extracted from
tweets’ text for each user’s account based on BERT’s polarity
score. Table II shows a new selected set of sentiment features.



TABLE III
ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE

algorithm accuracy f1 score mcc
FFNN 0.949 0.947 0.912

Random Forest 0.923 0.912 0.887
SVM 0.899 0.930 0.860

Logistic Regression 0.874 0.888 0.685

Figure 4 shows BERT results for Sentiment distribution of bots
and human comments; It seems that bot and human account
tweet’s sentiment is similar. However, the frequency of posting
positive or negative tweets is different between bot and human
users. Removing network features in the new bot detection
model saves significant time and memory space compared
to previous bot detection models. Also, removing network
features for each user enables the new bot detection model
to detect bot accounts based on limited information for each
online user.

In Figure 3, in the last phase of the new model, the
final classifier detects bot accounts just based on the features
in Table II and the tweet’s text. We use GloVe [56] for
the word embedding of all tweet’s text. This research uses
Glove(Global Vectors) Also, the statistics of the global English
corpus for each token in a tweet’s text can be represented
by GloVe in the word embedding phase. The final classifier
should provide the best prediction accuracy based on BERT’s
extracted features in the previous phase. Table III shows the
performance of Random Forest, SVM, Logistic regression, and
Neural network for bot detection based on Table II feature set.
In addition to the accuracy, we also measure the Matthews
correlation coefficient(MCC) since it provides a more precise
explanation of the relationship between TP, TN, FP, and FN to
evaluate algorithm performance. MCC is calculated as follow:

MCC =
TP × TN − FP × FN√

(TP + FP )(TP + FN)(TN + FP )(TN + FN)
(1)

This work uses a grid search to define the best initial setting for
different types of hyperparameters for each classifier, such as
the maximum depth of a tree, Kernel type, number of samples
per split. The grid search used ten-fold cross-validation to fit
the model. Then the set of hyperparameters is selected with
the maximum recall as a setting for the model.

Table III shows prediction accuracy of each classifier. Feed-
forward neural network(FFNN) outperformed other classifiers
by achieving an accuracy of 94%. However, the Random forest
ranked second by providing 92% in prediction accuracy in
bot detection. Random Forest and SVM provide very close
results in bot detection, But Random Forest outperformed
SVM. Logistic regression performance is low in prediction
accuracy, F1 score, and MCC compared with bot detection
classifiers. This work, based on Table III results, for the final
phase of the new bot detection model in Figure 3, choose the
Feedforward neural network mode.

IV. RESULTS AND ALGORITHM EVALUATION

This section evaluates a new model for social media bot
detection in this work compared with previously well-known
bot detection techniques. To examine the new model’s perfor-
mance, we test the new model based on the same training and
test data set used by the previous bot detection techniques.
Test set # 1which is the mix of human and bot accounts
in political campaign, and test set #2, a combination of
human and spambots accounts in Amazon. Table IV shows a
comparative analysis with previous bot detection techniques.
In the test set, #1, which is related to the political campaign
bots, the Cresci bot detection technique ranked first in the f-
measure between all bot detection techniques. Also, for polit-
ical campaign bots, Cresci, and our new bot detection model
provide very close accuracy prediction; however, our model
outperformed the previous bot detection techniques in MCC
and prediction accuracy. As can be seen, our new proposed
model outperformed previous techniques by achieving more
than 94% prediction accuracy in test set #1 and test set #2. In
this work, a new proposed model for social media bot detection
extracts topic-independent sentiment features using a natural
language processing approach for language understanding and
sentiment classification of tweets. The new model detects any
anomaly on the tweets posted by a single user in an early stage
since the model does not use many tweets about a single topic
or network features related to the online user. The new model
considers the tweets’ overall sentiment behavior related to the
online user based on limited tweets. Using Movie reviews for
social media bot detection in our new model helps us better
understand social bots’ online behavior in posting tweets with
specific sentiments.

The new introduced model performance can be affected if
the online user’s tweets include slang related to a specific
online community or if the tweet’s text consists of minimal
words. Consequently, algorithm performance can be affected
since the embedding phase can not generate accurate results
for the input space of the neural network model.

V. CONCLUSION

The main contributions of this work can be summarized in
three major points. First, Using BERT for sentiment classi-
fication of Cresci data set into positive, negative,and neutral
tweets. This research leads to creating a new public data-set
of more than four million tweets based on BERT sentiment
classification, which is complementary to the previous Cresie
2017 data set. The new public data set can be used in social
media research, specifically in social media bot detection
research. The second contribution is identifying a set of
features that have a major role in bot detection accuracy, and
more importantly, they can be used without extra information
and network features for each online user. The new method can
detect bots based on a limited number of tweets and features
for each online user. Third, providing the new model for bot
detection on Twitter with high prediction accuracy. The new
proposed model outperformed previous bot detection models
by extracting topic-independent sentiment features based on



Fig. 4. Sentiment distribution of tweets

TABLE IV
PERFORMANCE COMPARISON AMONG PREVIOUS BOT DETECTION TECHNIQUES AND THE NEW BOT DETECTION MODEL [50]

technique type Accuracy F-Measure MCC
test set #1

Davis et al. [6] supervised 0.734 0.288 0.174
C. Yang et al. [51] supervised 0.506 0.261 0.043
Miller et al. [57] unsupervised 0.526 0.435 0.059
Ahmed et al. [58] unsupervised 0.943 0.944 0.886
Cresci et al. [50] unsupervised 0.976 0.977 0.952
Our new model supervised 0.979 0.976 0.962

test set #2
Davis et al. [6] supervised 0.922 0.761 0.738

C. Yang et al. [51] supervised 0.629 0.524 0.287
Miller et al. [57] unsupervised 0.481 0.370 -0.043
Ahmed et al. [58] unsupervised 0.923 0.923 0.847
Cresci et al. [50] unsupervised 0.929 0.923 0.867
Our new model supervised 0.948 0.942 0.891

the BERT sentiment classification and applying new features
to the Neural network model to detect social bots. The new
proposed model takes advantage of BERT’s transfer learning
approach and uses labeled data of Movie reviews to detect bot
in social media; It uses a new way to use labeled data from
other online platforms to detect bots in a specific platform of
Twitter.
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